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Recreational mushroom picking

• Recreational mushroom picking is a common practice throughout 
European forests

 38% of the population in Finland (2005)
 10% of visits in the forest are related to mushroom picking (IT)

• In Catalonia (Spain)

 23% goes mushroom picking once a year → 1.2 M
 36% goes regularly (≥ 3 times) → 436,000



• 80% of the woods are private in Catalonia

• Customary Res nullius

• FOs have the right to exclude pickers by Spanish Forest Law



• Increasing number of pickers might create friction with current regime

• Additional issues (e.g. garbage, cars, etc.)

• Lack of monetary return for FOs



•What to do with mushroom pickers in my forest? Policy tools from 

landowners’ perspective

Gorriz Mifsud et al. 2016, under review

 63% of FOs reports damages (53% garbage)

Recreational mushroom picking

Picking fee?



Recreational mushroom picking

•FOs: Aim is to keep the activity sustainable

•Govt: European Charter of Fungi-gathering and Biodiversity

•Technicians: To check if economic benefits are enough to 

sustain a payment system

Valuation methods



Research Questions

• To understand the potential of (different) TC methodologies 

as evaluation tools for mushroom picking from a decision-

making perspective

• To understand the economic implication of a fee scheme



Travel Cost methods

Valuations approaches based 

on revealed preferences 

upon non-marketed goods 

with direct use, where values 

derive from surrogate 

markets

Consumer surplus

Travel cost demand curve
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Travel Cost methods

Individual TC Zonal TC

1. Data on individual 
pickers (e.g. travel cost 
per person)

2. Require more 
intensive data 
collection

3. Higher statistical 
power

1. Aggregated data on 
pickers belonging to 
specific zones

2. Could be built with 
secondary data

3. Lower statistical power
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Study sites
• 2014 Catalan government 

sets up a pilot picking 
permit scheme in 3 public 
forests

• Permits issued through 
website

• Pilot: Zero-cost payment.
To collect information

• 1,260 permits issued to 
1,100 different pickers 
(about 600 left emails)



Travel Cost methods

1. Online survey

2. Questions over the 
whole mushroom 
season

3. 198 valid observations

1. In situ survey. Data collected 
by forest guards

2. One trip data

3. 180 valid observations

Individual TC Zonal TC



• Zero Poisson truncated model

ITC Model

Number of trips
per person

Travel Cost 
in €

Additional socio-economic
exp. variables

൯𝑉𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓(𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑗 , 𝑆𝑖

l n( 𝜆𝑖𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 · 𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽2 · 𝐶𝐻𝐼𝐿𝐷𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽3 · 𝐸𝑋𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽4 · 𝐾𝑀𝑈𝑆𝐻𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽5 · 𝑆𝑇𝑈𝐷𝐼𝐸𝑆𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽6 · 𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽7 · 𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑗



ZTC Model

Visitation
rate per 

zone

Zonal 
Travel Cost 

in €

Additional socio-
economic exp. 
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l n( 𝑉𝑉𝑧𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 · 𝑇𝐶𝑧𝑗 + 𝛽2 · 𝐶𝐻𝐼𝐿𝐷𝑧𝑗 + 𝛽3 · 𝐸𝑋𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑧𝑗 + 𝛽4 · 𝐾𝑀𝑈𝑆𝐻𝑧𝑗 + 𝛽5 · 𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑧𝑖



ITC Model - results



ITC Model - results

158.1€ 

151.6€ 

65.3€ 

131.5€ 
TC in Spain (CSs):

• 10.49 €/picker/visit 
Eastern Castilla y León
(de Frutos et al., 2009) 

• 38.22 €/picker/visit
Central Catalonia

(Martínez de Aragón et al. 2011)

--- Travel cost demand curves

--- Average consumer surpluses
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ZTC Model - results
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--- Travel cost demand curves
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Discussion

• ITC and ZTC produce very different estimates, with ZTC 

ones much lower. Similar trend across sites

•Socio-economic exp. variables have a site-specific effect in 

models

1. Demographic variables 

2. Mushroom efficiency variables

3. Income-related variables

•Potential bias in the surveyed sample?



Discussion

Benefits of recreational activities should be estimated 

with a variety of methods (Randall 1994)

ZTC (more conservative) could serve as a lower bound 

for setting up payment scheme?



Policy implications

TC studies could focus on effect of implementing different 

policy strategies rather than assign a one defined value



Policy implications

Locals County Outsiders

Els Ports 0 3.1 18.3

Massis de l’Orri 0 12.0 15.0

Setcases 0 6.6 10.7

ITC surplus losses

Trips’

CS loss

• Cost benefit analysis:

1. CS loss < Trips’ · picking fee
2. CS loss > Trips’ · picking fee

+ fee



Conclusions

1. ITC and ZTC produce different estimates

2. Need careful understanding of the model sensitivity

3. If used well, TC models could be applied to a large variety of cases



Thank you for your attention!

We are indebted to the responding pickers, and forest guards 

(especially to Pere Omedes). We also thank Joaquim Rodríguez and 

Josep Escorihuela for their facilitation, Miguel Rivière for initial 

database treatment, and to mushroom experts Juan Martínez de 

Aragón, Virginia Espinosa, Manel Niell and Gonzalo Castillo.  


